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INTRODUCTION 
Linearity of free nilpotent groups seems to be well known. Among the 
other relatively free linear groups are: F/S,(F) (W. Magnus [6]), 
F/Y~Y~(F) . w2(F) CC. K. Gupta [31) and M%PJ,~~l CC- K. Gupta PI). 
In this paper we show that F/ynyz(F) (n > 2) is isomorphic to a linear group. 
This answers in the affirmative a recent question of B.A.F. Wehrfritz 
raised in Oberwolfach, May 197 1. 
NOTATION 
Most of our notation will be developed as we proceed. However, the 
following notation is standard: [a, b] = a-%%zb; [a, b, c] = [[a, b], c]; 
y,(A) is the m-th term of the lower central series of A; S,(A) is the m-th 
term of the derived series of A; y,y,(A) = y,(y,(A)). The free group of 
countable infinite rank or finite (unspecified) rank is denoted by F, whereas 
F, denotes the free group of rank m. 
PRELIMINARIES 
Let Fm(m > 2) be the free group of rank m freely generated by a, ,..., a, . 
Modulo F,‘(=Y@‘~)) define an order relation “<” on the elements of F, 
as follows: 
* Research supported in part by the National Research Council of Canada. 
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if 
(9 IZZll~il <C~JAi; or 
(ii) C~J~il =XZ,lAl, and there is a least integer t E {I,..., m} 
suchthat101i1=Ip,Ifori<tand/ol,j</8,i;or 
(iii) 101~ I = 1 ,& 1 for all i~{l,..., m} and there is a least integer 
t E{l,..., m} such that q = /$ for i < t and CQ < pt . 
For each pair (i, j), m 3 i > j > 1, put 
c,,(k) = [Ui , ui]u~~(k), 
where z+(K) = up ... ~$2 for some qk ,..., CQ~ E 2. 
We extend the order relation ‘I<” to cij(k) s’ as follows: define 
c&) < Qj@‘) 
if 
(i) z+(k) < qj(k’); or 
(ii) z+(k) = uifj(k’) and i < i’; or 
(iii) qj(k) = zqj(k’), i = i’ and j < j’. 
Let C = i&k), m 3 i > j > 1, k = 1, 2 ,... }. Using the above order 
relation we may re-arrange the contents of C as 
B,( -C) = {b,, , b,, ,..., I b,, < blj for i < j}. 
Using B, as an ordered set of symbols we let B, denote the inductively defined 
and ordered set of (standard) basic commutators of weight n(n > l), B, 
being the ordered set of basic commutators of weight 1 (see, for instance, 
M. Hall [5, Chapter 111). Thus for each n 3 1 we may write 
B, = ha , b,, ,...>, where b,, < b,, < . . . . 
We now prove, 
LEMMA 1. Module y,+,(F,‘), B, generates Y~(F,,‘). 
Proof. Modulo y,(F,‘), F, ’ is clearly generated by all elements of the 
form [ai, q]” (; >j), where w = aa,l ... a>. Using the standard identities 
[Q, @] = [ui , uj]e~~~u~i-“‘zu~s’-l”z, [a, b, c] = [a, c, b][b, c, al-l 
modulo yz(F,‘) and [a, 61” = [a, b][a, b, c](q) cj = &l), it follows that 
[ai , a$? (i > j > k) ~gp{B~} modulo y2(Fm’). Thus by repeated application 
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of this last observation it follows that [ai , aj]lU (; > j) ~gp{Br} for all w EF,~ . 
This proves the lemma for n = 1. Now modulo yn+r(Fqn’), m(Fm’) is 
generated by all left-normed commutators of weight n whose entries are the 
generators of F,‘, namely, &‘s. In other words, y,(F,‘) is generated by all 
commutators of the form 
But [blil . . . . b,J ~gp{B,} and we have the required proof. 
Remark 1. As an application of our main result we shall also show that 
yn(F,‘) is freely generated by B, modulo Y~+~(F,‘) for n 3 1 (c.f. Bachmuth 
[I] for the case n = 1). 
Let N be the free abelian group of rank 2m(m 3 2) freely generated by 
y1 ,.-., ym , Xl ,.*., %n and let P = (pl, pz ,...} b e a set of independent and 
commuting indeterminates. Consider 5’ = ZH[P] to be the polynomial 
ring in p’s over the integral group ring ZH. For each pair (i,j), m > i > j > 1, 
define 
/Lij = yilX~‘(-l + yj) pi - yilXT1(-l + yi) pj * 
We prove 
(9 {L(k), k = 1 ,..., t,?) is a set of elements of S such that each term of 
i&(k) is of degree zero in each y1 ,..., ym , p1 ,..., pm ; and 
(ii) {wij(k), k = l,..., tii} is a set of words in y’s of the form yyjk ... y;mk 
with wii(l) < ... < wij(tij) (the ordering being parallel to that of FJF,‘). 
Then~,~(k)=OforaZZ(i,j)(m~i>j~l)andaZZk~{1,...,tij}. 
Proof. Put ~~~ = &:, &(k) z&k). Th en we first of all prove by induction 
on m > 2, that 7ijpij = 0 for all (i, j), m 3 i > j > 1. If m = 2, there is 
nothing to prove. Let m > 2 and assume that the result holds for m - 1. 
We have 
hm-1) 
0 = 1 rijpij 
(i,j)=CZ,l) 
m-1 cm-l,m-2) 
= 2 TmjPmj  + C Ti+%i . 
(i,j)=C2.1) 
Thus by the induction hypothesis it is enough to show that r,i~,nj = 0 for 
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j = I,..., m - 1. Since p’s are independent, the sum of the coefficients of 
pm in CIy;LI21& wij must be zero. Accordingly, we have 
m-1 
0 = c ~mj(Y2C-1 + Yi)> 
j=l 
m-1 
= (Y;;l’G3 c Ted- 1 + YJ 
j=l 
VT-1 
= ; 7&-l +Yi> 
= TV&d- 1 + Yl) + 5, 
where each term in 6 = XL;’ T,?(- 1 + yj) is of degree zero in yr (by 
definition). Writing 
where &s’ are all of degree zero in yr , we have 
0 = f s‘iy1y-1 + Yl) + 5. 
i=-t 
Equating the coefficients of yIi to 0 for all i = --t,..., t + 1, we get 
0 = [Pi = 5-t - t-t+1 = ... = 5+ - t-1 = 5-l - 5 + 5 = 50 - El 
= ” = [+,-, - s‘t = It . 
Solving all these equations we see that 
0 = Ept = ... = .$ = ‘$, 
and in particular ~~,r = 0. Similarly 0 = ~,a = ... = ~m,m-1 . Thus we 
have shown that 7iipij = 0 for m > i > j > 1. 
Next we consider. 
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Since the sum of the coefficients of pi in Tijpij is zero, we have 
0 = (? &j(k) W&)) (y;lx;‘(-1 + yj)) 
k=l 
tij 
= & Lv4 w&)9 since S is an integral domain. 
But &(K) ‘s are all of degree zero in y’s and +(k)‘s are all distinct words in 
y’s. Thus &I, cii(k) wij(k) = 0 implies that &(A) wuij(k) = 0 and hence 
t&(k) = 0 for all K = 1 ,..., tij. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
As an immediate corollary to Lemma 2 we record, 
LEMMA 3. The conclusion of Lemma 2 remains valid ;f  pLii is replaced by 
&. = y;‘( - 1 + y,zi’) pi - y;‘( - 1 + y&-l) pj and wii(k) = yqfk ... yp is 
replaced by w;(k) = (yp ... y;f;lk)(~;~jk ... x;=mk). 
Proof. Since H is freely generated by yr ,..., yn , z1 ,..., x, it is also 
freely generated by ylz;l ,..., yrnxz, x1 ,..., z, . Further since & and w;(k) 
are obtained from pLLij and w,,(R), respectively, by replacing each yi by yiz;’ 
and &(k)‘s are unaffected, we have the required proof. 
THE MAIN RESULT 
Let G be the free abelian group freely generated by 
{xii , i = l,..., n + l(n > l),j = 1, 2 ,... } 
and let fl = (/\jy-I , n + 1 3 i > 2, k = 1,2 ,... } be a set of independent 
and commuting indeterminates. Consider the polynomial ring R = ZG[A] 
over the group ring ZG. Let M,,, denote the multiplicative group of 
or? + 1 x n + 1 matrices over R generated by (a,), (a,>,..., where 
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for k = 1, 2,... . Let F be the free group freely generated by a, , a2 ,... I f  
w = q ... a;;(CiE(--I, I}) is an arbitrary word in F, we define 
so that the mapping 
(w) = (Uil)El ... (Uil)E2, 
y: w --f (w) 
defines a homomorphism of F onto M,,, . Our main result may now be 
stated as 
THEOREM. The kernel of y  is equal to yn+Jy2(F)). 
To simplify calculations we introduce certain mappings 
ol&z+1 >i>j>l) 
of F into R defined as: 
Q(W) = &entry of the matrix (w), for all words w EF. 
Further, to each w = a: ... al; in F we define w(j) = x2, ... x:;, E G for 
j = l,..., n + 1. In particular, w(j) = 1 if and only if w E F’(=y,(F)). 
We record some of the consequences of our definitions in the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Let u, u, w ,... be words in F, then 
(i) ~~(74) = u(i); 
(ii) or,((e) = 0 fey i > j (e is the identity of F); 
(iii) olii(uu) = Ck+ CQ(U) ~~~~(53’); 
(iv) 01~ ,-i(ak) = A? . 2.2 1 7 
(v) oli,i--l(u-l) = -u~$l&&l(u); 
(4 oif,i&l[U, v] = tl$( - 1 + V(&,&) oii.i-r(U) 
- vTi;(- 1 + U(,-l)q$) %,i-l(~); 
(vii) ~l~,~-r[u, VI?’ = w~,-,,w&~,~-,[u, u]; 
(viii) if u E yTy2(F) then Q(U) = 0 fey all Y > i - j; 
(ix) if u E y,y#?), T.J E ysy2(F) and r + s = i - j, then 
4% VI = %-r(U) %r.jW - %,i&) %s,&) 
(x) if u, v  E y,y,(F) and r = i - j, then 
cQ(u”) = Zc&) and aij(Uu) = Lxij(U) -t- a&). 
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Proof. The proofs of (i)-(iv) are trivial. For the proof of (v) note by 
(i)-(iv) that 
The proofs of (vi) and (vii) can be derived by repeated applications of (iii) 
and (v). For the proof of (viii) we refer the reader to formula (6) of Gupta- 
Gupta [4]. Lemma 3(b) of [4] together with (viii) proves (ix). Finally (x) 
follows by the product rule (iii) and (viii). 
For i -j~{l,..., n} let (I?-? , +) denote the additive subgroup of R 
generated by all products of the form 
where b,,‘s are from B, . By Lemma 4(vi), (vii) we can identify each ~l~,~-r(br~) 
with an element of the form ~$(lz) & (as given in Lemma 3). Further we 
note that if r # s then ~l~,~-r(bJ and ~l~,~-r(br~,) involve independent 
symbols. Thus by repeated applications of Lemma 3 we have the following 
important lemma. 
LEMMA 5. (Ripj, +) is freely generated by products of the form 
w--l(hkl) ... ~~j+lr&J. 
Let N denote the free associative ring generated by or, va ,... and let 
(Ni-j, +), i -jE{l,..., n} denote the additive subgroup of N generated 
by all elements of the form 
By Lemma 5, the mapping 
defines an isomorphism of (IV+, +) onto (R+ , +). By Lemma 4(ix), it is 
easy to see that if 
iBhc, ,...> busi+) E 4-i 
for some bracket arrangement “p”, then 
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is a basic Lie-element in N with the same bracket arrangement “/Y’, in which 
each occurrence of b,, has been replaced by V~ . Thus if 
then we have in turn 
which implies that rk = 0 for K = l,..., t since basic Lie-elements in N 
are linearly independent (M. Hall [5, Chapter 111). We record this observation 
as 
LEMMA 6. C:l, rkaij(bipj,,) = 0 implies rk = 0 for each k = I ,..., t. 
PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
By Lemma 4(viii), 
aii(u) = 0 for all u t Y~+~YP) 
and all (z’, j), rz + 1 3 i > j 3 1. Thus ~~+rys(F) _C ker p, the kernel of qx 
For the other inclusion we let w = uz ... u;; E ker pl. We proceed to show 
that w E 3/n+l#). We may assume that yn+ry2(F) = {e} and conclude 
w = e. Since w involves only finitely many generating symbols of F, we may 
assume that w EF, and yn+g2(FWJ = (1). Since w E ker p, Q(W) = 1 
for all i which implies that w(i) = 1 and hence w E y2(F). To complete the 
proof of the theorem it is enough to show that if for some s E {l,..., n}, 
w E ysy2(Fm) then w E ys+ry2(Fm). Indeed if w E ysy2(Fm), then modulo 
Ys+1Y2(FnA 
w = b” .a ... b’s:, by Lemma 1. 
Since w E ker y, ols+r,r(w) = 0 and by Lemma 4(x) this implies that 
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and by Lemma 6, rl = ... = rt = 0. Thus w E ys+lyz(Fm). This completes 
the proof of the main theorem. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Remark 2. As promised in Remark 1, let us suppose that b; ..’ brjt = e 
modulo yn+iyz(Fm). Then we have 
0 = an+l,l(b;’ .a. b’,:) 
= zl rian+l,l(b,i) (by Lemma 4(x)) 
and hence rl = ... = rt = 0 (by Lemma 6). We record this as 
COROLLARY 1. &hhh ~~+~(rdF~>), ynya(Fm) is freely generated by B, . 
Remark 3. By Lemma 4(v) we have cti,i--l(a;l) = --x~~~-,x~,~~~~-~. 
Using this, the product rule 4(iii) and 0 = ai,i--B(alcakl) we can compute 
oIi,i--2(a;1) and similarly aii(a;‘) for all i -j~{l,..., KZ}. It follows that if 
w = afl ... a;; is an arbitrary word of F then (w) = (ai )<I ..* (ail)tl can 
be effeztively computed. Since ZG[rl] has a solvable word iroblem, it can be 
decided whether or not (w) is the identity matrix. Thus we have the 
following, 
COROLLARY 2l. F/y,yz(F) has solvable word problem, 
Remark 4. Let fl = {Xif”,!_r , n + 1 3 i > 2, k = 1, 2 ,... } be a set of 
independent and commuting indeterminates and let Z[/l] be the polynomial 
ring over Z. Using the theory of basic commutators it can be seen that the 
multiplicative group of n + 1 x 71 + 1 matrices over Z[/l] generated by 
, k = 1, 2,... 
1 The referee has pointed out that every finitely generated linear group has solvable 
word problem (M. 0. Rabin, unpublished). 
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is isomorphic to F/Y,+~(F). According to a suggestion of Professor P. Hall 
(communicated to the second author a few years ago by Dr. H. Heineken) 
the same proof can be carried over if Z[LI] is replaced by Z[h] and hiFj_, is 
replaced by XZnki-ci-2’. 
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